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The aim of the course is to provide a comprehensive view regarding the major trends of European 

culture, main ideas and issues of philosophy that are relevant to educational science, as well as to 

familiarize students with the educational philosophical approaches. Moreover, the course intends to 

help students in familiarizing themselves with the importance and significance of theories to 

educational science and pedagogical practice. The course also aims to enable students to think about 

practice along theoretical approaches; to conduct theoretical examination, analysis and research; as 

well as to integrate theories in their pedagogical and research activities. 

 
Learning outcome, competences 

Knowledge: 

• Has thorough knowledge of the most significant national and international theories, connections 

and problem solving methods of education science and the neighbouring disciplines. 

• Has background knowledge of the models of educational theories, the evolution of the various 

theoretical paradigms, and is able to systematize the international approaches of multicultural 

and intercultural pedagogy. 

• Has deep knowledge about the quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods and strategies of 

research in education and social sciences, and the possibilities and limitations of their 

application. Has knowledge of the ethical norms of research. 

• Has knowledge of the latest results of research in education science and its neighbouring fields 

and the relevant pedagogical innovations; and is able to analyse and interpret them critically. 

• Has knowledge about the philosophical-historical basics, knows the educational-philosophical 

approaches. 

 

Attitude: 

• Applies the interdisciplinary models and is able to analyse a certain problem from different 

perspectives that enables the realistic interpretation of the situation with effective alternative 

solutions. 

• Is able to compare research results with pedagogical practice. 

• Is able to formulate practical implementation proposals. 

• Is able to plan and carry out smaller research projects independently or in a group, is able to use 

accurately the quantitative and qualitative research methods, applies mathematical statistical 

methods with confidence. 

• Is able to prepare professional materials according to independently chosen aspects, to present 

and analyse research results with objectivity, to write shorter professional texts independently. 

• Acknowledges the importance of philosophical and theoretical approaches in pedagogy. 

 

Skills: 

• Is able to make choices from relevant viewpoints while gathering information about the field of 

education science and its neighbouring disciplines using national and international databases; 

and is able to independently use and apply this information in work. 

• Is able to think about practice along theoretical approaches; to conduct theoretical examination, 

analysis and research; as well as to integrate theories in their pedagogical and research activities. 

 

Autonomy and responsibility: 

• Is willing to become a professional who performs his job in a conscious, critical, theoretically 

underpinned manner 
 
 
 
 

Aim of the course 
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